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ABSTRACT

The total reaction cross section of heavy ions at

intermediate energies is discussed. The special role played

by the individual nucleon-nucleon collisions in determining

the nutre lar transparancy is analysed. Several competing effects

arising from the nuclear and Coulomb interactions between the

two ions are found to be important in determining oD at lower

energies, C. í<",j! <•* ).
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I. Introduction

The total reaction cross section, a , is the most

inclusive of all cross sections, containing the least explicit

information about the colliding system. It is however, of

paramount importance as a measure of its "dynamical geometry".

At relatively low center of mass energies, E ,

the behaviour of aD(E) for heavy ions is quite accurately

accounted for by the simple geometrical formula

(la)

where R_ and V(ILJ are the position and height of the Coulomb

barrier, respectively. Approximate values of these two parameters

were obtained empirically by Christensen and Winther ,

st-i-z }

(lb)

Eq. (1) was also found to describe very well the average behaviour

of the oscillating a (E) for the few light-heavy ion systems

that show intermediate structure believed to be related to quasi-

molecular resonances (e.g. 12C + 1 2C, 1 60 t 1 2 C ) .

The above behaviour of "R<
E> clearly indicates a

common aspect of heavy ion systems, namely 3trong absorption.
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One may pose the question as to whether the system continues

to behave this way even at higher energies and whether, eventually,

a (E) attains the asymptotic, purely geometrical value nR£.

K o

Scarcity of data, at higher energies, however, does not, at the

moment, permit an unequivocal answer to the above question.

Recently theoretical evidence and some experimental

support has accumulated in support of a picture of o_(E) at

higher energies exhibiting clearly a high degree of nuclear

transparancy manifested through a clear reduction of o from

the geometrical formula, Eq. (1). This, in a sense, demonstrates

that the heavy-ion system ceases to behave geometrically, and

starts exhibiting features closely related to those of the

collisions of its constituent nucleons.

In the present note, we give a brief account of

the nature of the nuclear transparancy as it manifests itself

in o_(E) at higher energies. In section II we relate the nuclear
K

transparancy factor to the basic total nucleon-nucleon cross

section. In Section III we give some numerical estimates and

present several concluding remarks.

II. The Nuclear Transparancy Factor

To exhibit clearly the deviation of o (E) from the

low-energy form, Eq. (1), attained under the condition of

total absorption, we relate it below to the total nucleon-nucleon

cross-section, i . We accomplish this by writing first

a*

(2)

[-O
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- / — ^where k = / =^- is the asymptotic wave number

u the reduced mass, and T is the transmission coefficient

for the l-th partial wave contributing to a (E) . It is related
R

to the modulus of the partial elastic S-matrix element, S ,

through

(3)

where 5 is the complex «.-th partial wave.

At the intermediate energies we are considering

(E >> V(RJ , we may use the following linearized WKB form
cm B

for the nuclear phase shift

U(r)
(4a)

where 2a is the distance of closest approach for head-on collisions,

U(r) is the optical potential in the elastic channel and r is

the classical turning point corresponding to the largest of the

solutions of the equation:

— O (4b)

The nucleus-nucleus optical potential U(r), may be evaluated

4)using the single folding formula (ignoring exhange contributions)
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In Eq. (5) p is the matter density of nucleus A and U is
A B

the nucleon-nucleus-B optical potential which may be calculated

in the impulse approximation, as

where t(0) is the nucleon-nucleon t-matrix evaluated in the

forward direction and p is the matter density of nucleus B.
o

Both f and f are properly normalized according to

Jpft(r)dr = A and /o (r)dr = B where A and B are the atomic

numbers of the two nuclei. With the aid of the optical
h2k

theorem, Im t(0) = - •=— a_,.,(E), where m is the nucleon mass,
zin NN

we may then write the following simple expression for T ,

using Eqs. (3) and (4),

(7)

where we have made the identification, (l + 1/2) = kb, b being

the impact parameter (in fm). The b-dependent profile function

1C(b) is related to the densities p. and p_, through

n B

(8)

In obtaining Eq. (8) we have neglected the Coulomb interaction

(ak = 0) and have made a transformation of the coordinate system

from the spherical (r,6,p) to the cylindrical (b,z). Notice

that the profile function is normalized according to
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J*2itbdb X(b) = AB.
a

In applying Eq. (7) for T(b) in the calculation of

the total reaction cross-section

(9)

one should use instead of the free nucleon-nucieon total cross

section, <>NNf the modified one, 5 , that contains approximately

the effect of the nuclear medium, principally the Pauli

exclusion principle, which may be taken into account through

the relation

where e is the Fermi energy (̂  37 M e V ) . At very high energies,

5 M M ( E ) - »,,,,(E). We remind the reader that the "geometrical"NN NN

expression for o (E), Eq. (1), is obtained from Eq. (9) by

replacing the transmission factor, [l-exp(-õ (6) X(b))] by

the step function 8(b - b ) , where b is the impact parameter

associated with the grazing trajectory.

Equation (9) clearly shows that the energy dependence

of o D at intermediate energies is determined basically by the

energy dependence of the Pauli - corrected total nucleon-nucleon

cross-section c L N ( E ) . It is well knwon that the free a (E)

decreases rapidly with energy up to about E = 1 5 0 MeV at
c • in

which point n-production causes the cross section to rise (see

Fig. (1)). One would therefore expect similar behaviour for
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o_{E) for heavy ions. Since the geometrical formula for a ,

Eq. (1), predicts an increasing function of E, one would,

therefore, expect an initial increase in oR(E) up to a certain

critical energy, E c (which we call the threshold energy for

the on set of nuclear transparancy), at which point o attain

its maximum value, followed by a rapid decrease in accordance

R
2)

with Eq. (9). The above behaviour of a is expected to be a
K

common feature in all heavy ion systems

III. Discussion

So far we have concentrated our discussion of

a (E) for heavy ion systems. Similar study may be made on

light-ion induced reactions, namely those induced by nucleons,

t, a, etc. The notion of nuclear transparancy certainly holds

for these cases as well. Actually, more data point exist in

the bending region showing clearly the trend of o discussed

above . In particular for p, a, etc. induced reaction on

intermediate-mass and heavy targets (e.g. 90Zr, 2 0 8Pb, etc.),

the critical energy, E , (i.e the center of mass energy per

nucleon at which o attains its maximum value) is found to be

very close to the Fermi energy ep (-v 37 MeV) . For lighter

targets, E c comes out to be about a half of e . This feature

may be easily traced to the rather importnat role played by

che surface region of the matter density in this case. One

might use this information to draw similar conclusions for

heavy ions. In fact, preliminary calculations performed by

De Vries and Peng2' predict E c - 7 ~L for 12C + 12C, whereas
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^°Ca + 208Pb and ^08Pb + 2 0 3Pb, they find E c -- 30for ^°Ca + 2 0 8Pb and ^ 0 8Pb + 2 0 3Pb, they find E c

The study of o (E) for heavy ions at intermediate

energies is quite important as it sheds light on where, in

energy, would the description of the two nuclei using geometrical,

hydrodynamica1 concepts, ceases to be valid. It is clear from
E

the discussion in the previous section that at —jz—- > E , a

description of the heavy-ion reaction using explicitly the

nucleon-nucleon collision cross-section as a basic input, is

more appropriate. The scarcity of data in the energy region

where o deviates appreciably from the geometrical value, calls

for more expeirmental work. On the other hand the theoretical

description of a (E) must also be improved, especially at

E „ /N larger than, but not too far from E . Severalc .N. c

competing effects must be incorporated into J_(E) of Eq. (9),
K

the most important of which are:

1. repulsive effects due to the Coulomb interaction;

2. refraction effects due to the real part of U(r);

3. Pauli blocking;

4. collective effects due to Coulomb and nuclear excitations

of surface modes;

5. possible^-clustering effects in light-heavy ion systems.

We have included the correction due to the Coulomb

interaction by considering Coulomb trajectories (Eq. (4)) rather

than the Glauber straight-line trajectory used in obtaining Eq.

(9) . The over-all effect of this is a lowering in the value

of o owing to the Coulomb repulsion. Fig. (2) demonstrates

clearly this effect for C + C.

Refraction due to Re U(r) (calculated from Eqs.
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(5) and (6)) may be accounted for by a further modification of

8)

the trajectory that enters in the evaluation of £*. Another,

quantal, effect related to Re U(r), namely Fresnel diffraction

was found to be unimportant. It is expected that, generally,

the proper inclusion of Re U(r) would result in an increase in

o (E), thus op osing the Coulomb repulsive effect discussed

above. A further increase in <* (E) is expected to result from

the inclusion of the excitation of collective modes. Pauli

blocking is known to decrease the value of the effective

nucleon-nucleon total cross-section, thus resulting in a

decrease in o (E). Though we have accounted partly for this

effect through the use of of , Eq. (10) , a more careful analysis

of PB is required. Finally light-heavy ion systems such as

lzC + 1 2C and 1 60 + l2C show a certain degree of a-clustering ,

which may, therefore, require the use, at energies close to

E , of an expression for the transparancy factor that would

depend on the a-ot total "nuclear" cross section rather than

0J1 . This would presumably result in a smaller value of o .

We conclude by saying that a very careful examination

of the above effects is certainly required before a reliable

theoretical prediction of o is obtained.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. The total nucleon-nucleon cross-section as a function

of the lab energy. The data point are from G.

Alkhazov et al., Phys.Rev. CIO (1974) 1362.

Figure 2. The total reaction cross-section for 12C + l2C at

E /N larger tha E (see text). The 12C matter

density was taken to be the same as that extracted

from electron scattering. The form used was

p(r) = PQ •*•
 w r / c with w = -0.149,

1 + ^

z = 0.5224 fm and c = 2.355 fm. p was fixed throuah
o

the normalization condition 4w/ r2drp(r) = 12. (see
o

C.W. De Vries et al., At. Data, Nucl. Data Tables JLj4

(1974) 479}. Full curve is the result obtained using

the geometrical formula Eq. (1). The dashed curve

was obtained with Eq. (9). The dashed-dotted curve

corresponds to the Coulomb modified Eq. (9) (see text)

The data points (not shown) sit between these last

two curves.
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